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Student Court
Luncheon Ends
Tries Nine Cases
CLEW Activities
Nine cases were tried last week
before Student Court and the
Justices returned six guilty verdicts while continuing one case
until the next session and dismissing two.
One student received a parking
reprimand. Two were given fines
amounting to $1 for parking violations. Two more who had failed to report when first summoned
were given stiffer fines of $4 each.
Two cases were dismissed because of lack of parking signs.
One student failed to abide by the
decision of the court which he had
accepted at the time of his trial.
He was referred to administration
officials with the recommendation
that the decision be enforced.

Part Time Jobs
Needed By Bureau
Professors or veterans who have
part time jobs for students should
contact the Student Employment
Bureau which has on file the
names of those who want this type
of work.
The bureau is located in the
architect's office to the rear of 11.5
Administration Bldg. Office hours
are from 10 to 12 a.m. and from
2 to 4 p.m. every day except Saturday and Sunday.
The office
may also be contacted by calling
6935.

Two English Films
Added To Library
Two films have* been received
* by the English department in anticipation of a larpe film library
to be shown to most of the English
classes in the near future.
The films which have been imported from Knjrland are: The
Speeches of Brutus and of Mark
Anthony and the Murder and
Sleepwalking Scene from Macbeth.
Hoth are extremely well
acted and Rive an excellent account of details. Some of the finest Shakespearean actors and actresses in England appear in the
films.
A preview of the two pictures
was held last Monday evening for
the English Department. Evening
hours will be arranged for the
English classes and for any other
students who might be interested
in seeing the films.

Christian Living Emphasis
Week ended its week of varied activities with an evaluation luncheon at the Evangelical United
Brethren Church Friday afternoon.
In compiling the results of
CLEW week, Kcv. llollis llayward
stated that there were 109 personal conferences, 1,750 persons
heard speakers in their classes, and
nearly 1,970 persons attended the
assemblies, and book sales for the
week were $126. Total audience
for the week's events was 7,700.
The speakers for the week said
that of all the campuses they have
visited so far for events of this
type. Bowline Green's was the beal
planned and the best executed of
them all.

Sign Tor Rushing
Registration (or rushing for
upperclass and freshmen women is today and tomorrow in
the Well. Dates for payment
of the rushing fee will be announced after mid-term grades
are out.

Insurance Movie
Showing Tonight
An Oscnr award winning film
will the shown on campus tonight
at 7:30 in the P. A. Auditorium.
The film "One Hundred Years
of Security" is a cartoon on insurance.
A prize from the Industrial
World Magazine WHS awarded to
the film for being the best industrial film produced this year. It
is through the courtesy of the
Pennsylvania Mutual Insurance
Company that we have it on campus.
Speakers, discussion, and refreshments will bo provided directly after the movie. All Itusine.-s
Administration and business students should he particularly interested.

Play Scenery Noted Baritone
Almost Ready
The construction of scenery for
"Plough and The Stars," Irish drama opening Nov. 20, is completed
and painting has begun.
It is
hoped that completion oi the sets
will be accomplished this week,
according to technical1^ director
Phil Miles.
Additional production crew
members are needed, Miles says.
His department can use five or six
additional students to aid in stage
UVR work during dress rehearsals
and the actual production of the
play. Work involves scene shifting and fly gallery work.
All students interested in stage
production may apply to him backstage in the Auditorium or in the
Speech Department. For 50 hours
of stage work one hour credit will
be given to studetits in speech 146
and .146.
Present production crews include :
Stage properties: Mary Fournier, Judson Kllcrtson, Dick Lonhenrt, and Miirjorie Hilt.
Costuming: Mrs. Dorthy Kern,
Kuth Hark n e s s. .lane Baxter,
Helen Kreit/.er, and Joanne Nielsen.
Stage crew: Floyd lleokert, Arthur Martin, Arthur Fowls, and
Elsie Lodge.
"Plough and The Stars" will
open in the Auditorium Thursday at 8:30 p.m. and run through
Friday and Saturday nights with
a matinee Saturday afternoon.
It is being directed by I.ennox
Hobinson, Irish playwright and visiting professor.

Friday Disc Concert
Features 2 Masters
Mozart's Symphony No. 40 in
G Minor will be fcuturcd nt the
weekly record concert Friday evening at 7 in Studio B of the P. A.
Bldg.
The other selection will be Concerto in A Minor by Schumann,
with Myra Hess and Walter Gochr
and his Orchestra.
The Mozart
symphony features the London
Philharmonic under the direction
of Sir Thomas Beecham.

A Cappella Choir Starts
On Midwestern Tour

Money Needed
For Maintenance
Better maintenance work on the
Campus can come only with an increase in maintenance appropriations from the state, the Student
Senate decided at a meeting Monday.
Pressure on the state legislature
and local legislatures throughout
the state will bring about an increase in appropriations for educational maintenance, and students
acting individually and in groups
may do much to influence the law
makers.
Administration and Senate officials know that maintenance work
is below a desired standard but are
unable to effect a remedy because
the main hurdle is financial.
Four delegates, Dave Aurelius,
Jim Epp», Glenn Knerr, and Gordon Ward will attend the National
Students Association Convention
at Ohio State University Nov. 23,
and will bring the matter of maintenance appropriations before the
meeting.
Evidence of inadequate maintenance was supplied by several
students and the list of complaints
included overflowing wastebaskets, smeared blackboards, leaky
and stopped plumbing, missing
light bulbs, and dirty washrooms.
Lack of steam heat and poor
plumbing was the main gripe from
men's dormitories.

Selected on the basis of tryouts, the A Cappella Choir, under
the direction of Dr. James Paul
Kennedy, will leave for its annual
concert tour at 6:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. IS.
This year the choir's itinerary
will take it into the Midwest.
Concert cities are Ottunwa, Iowa;
Boys' Town. Neb.; S.erling, Colo.;
Denver, Colo.; Longmont, Colo.;
Kansas City, Mo.; Independence,
Mo.; Morning Sun, Iowa; and
La Fayette, Ind. On Nov. 23 it
will be back in Bowling Green.
Those selected to make the tour
are: 1st sopranos; Christine Bollinger, Norma Burt, Virginia Clymer, Joyce Crockett, Shirley Figgins, Phyllis Greenler, Marilyn
Horn, Ruth Lebau, Jane. Nicodemus, Patricia Sanguinetti, Fannie Smaltz, Jacqueline Smith.
Second sopranos; Ruth Dibling,
Phyllis Meier, Lois St. Aubin,
Marilyn Weisz, Ruth Wonnell.

First altos; Helen Burdo, Letha
Fledderjohann, Jeanne Gray, Virginia Hadscll, Ruth Lyon, Mary
Jo Werner.
Second altos; Agnes Carey,
Marie Del Sonno, Patricia Evans,
Margaret Harms, Marjoric Lichty,
Connie Praeger, Betty Steele, Barbara Ward.
First tenors; Paul Butler, James
Carstensen, Wm. R. Connor, James
Dunn,
James
Sprunger,
Carl
Thomas, Edward Weith, Forrest
Warner.
2nd tenors; Ralph Cutbertson,
Ronald Bowers, Martin Ide, John
Searle, Ronald Sprunger, Richard
Smith, Jim Swartz.
Baritones; Harold Bay less,
George Bell, Robert Borough, Don
Harig, Roy Jackson, Robert Jones,
James Newton, Richard Ohleraacher.
Basses; John Compton, Rodger
Powell, Byr-on Sideras, Guy
Smith, Jac Smith, Russell Smith,
Raymond Yeager.
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Plans Being Completed
For New Men's Dorm
Plans are now being completed for a new men's dormitory to be built east of Fraternity Row.
The building, which will house 200 men students, will
be built at an approximate cost of $500,000. The construction
has been authorized by the University Board of Trustees.
Plans and specifications are now being completed and
•^advertising for construction bids
will begin about February.
No
date for completion of the dormitory has been made.
Meanwhile all men's fraternity
houses in Fraternity Row will be
Pi
Written messages placed in completed by Thanksgiving.
laundry bags sent and received by Kappa Alpha Fraternity was the
University students are causing latest group to make the trek from
difficulties at the Post Office and the rapidly emptying "Rec" Hall.
Twelve new permanent classmay cost the sender extra postage,
says Harry Bavis, acting Post rooms are to be constructed in a
U shape around the Gate Theater.
Master.
Any message, other than the Plans are now on the drawing
board
of the University Architect
name and address of the sender
placed on top of the contents in and advertisements for bids will
be announced in the near future.
the laundry bag (in event the outThe five new sorority houses on
side name is torn off, it can be returned to the sender), makes the the north side of the nest will not
entire contents chargeable to first be completed until well into the
class postage of 3 cents an ounce. second semester. They will not be
Many times students, probably occupied until the fall term of
unthinkingly, send a little note 1948.

Postoffice Warns
Against Messages
In Laundry Bags

Igor Gorin, outstanding radio,
opera, and concert baritone will
sing here Wednesday, Nov. 19, at
8:15 p.m. in the Men's Gym.
Mr. Gorin is probably best
known for his many appearances
on the air for Firestone, International Harvester, Ford, Kraft,
and Campbell Soup. He is currently making one of the most extensive personal appearance tours
in his American career.
Born in the Ukraine, his first
musical experience was as boy
soprano soloist in both Protestant
ami Catholic churches in Vienna.
After his voice changed he abandoned music for medicine. At 18
as a baritone, he gained the attention of the famous Vienna Conservatory of Music.
He studied
there for five years.
Gorin's professional apprenticeship to opera followed in the
BOWM of three years with a small
Czech opera. He landed in America knowing only two words, "hello" and okay." His first audition
placed him with the Roxy Music
Hall's variety program, an engagement followed by a 10 week
sustaining NBC air show.
This in turn led to his engagement as the singing star of "Hollywood," a national network show
under
commercial
sponsorship.
During the four years that he
lived in Hollywood he also found
time to make the successful M-G-M
film, "Broadway Melody of 1038."
His ever widening concert tours
take him to the U. S., to Canada
and Cuba.
His concert repertoire includes:
Handel, Berlioz, Massenet, Moussorgsky and Grieg, plus such contemporaries as Albert Hay Malottc, Rarhinanioff and Villa-Labos,
two of whose new songs he introduced this season to the North
American public.
He is married to May Smith of
Hillsboro, Ohio, a former radio
actress.
She was, for several
years, the Betty of "Betty and
Bob," one of the earliest soap
operas.
Mr. Gorin and his wife divide
their time between an apartment
in Hollywood, another overlooking New York's Central Park, and
a ranch in Colorado.
Students may obtain tickets for
his concert by presenting their activity cards plus a five cent tax
fee. Veteran's weves will also be.
admitted on the veteran's activity card and the same tax fee.
Reserved tickets will be sold to
students desiring them. Activity
cards must be shown and a charge
of sixty five cents paid. Veteran's
wives desiring reserved tickets
may follow the same proceedure.
General admission will be $1.20
including tax. Reserved seat tickets will be on sale for $1.80.
Sale of student tickets will be
in the main hall of the Ad Bldg. on
the following days: Monday, Nov.
17 from 12:45 to 4:15 p.m.; Tuesday, Nov. 18 from 8:45 a.m. to
4:16 p.m.; and Wednesday, Nov.
19 from 8:45 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.

BG Charms On Sale
At Book Store
Mr. Paul Sheperd, manager of
the bookstore, announced recently
that he has received a large supply of Bee Gee luggage or Key
chains. The charms, attached to
the chain, are made of metal and
contain a cartoon picture of a falcon, with Bowling Green written
along the sides. These chains sell
for $.40.

to the folks nnd place it in the
laundry bag, or send home letters
they have received. This is
against regulations of the fourth
class rate which is based on the
fact that it contains nothing in
the wuy of first class mail.
The Post Office must check bags
periodically, and if messages are
found, their only alternative is
to charge the sender postage due
at the lirst class rate. Some laundry bags, when rated first class,
have run up to $0.00 postage due.

Teachers Sign Up
Students planning to teach
next fall should make Applications for certificates on Monday, Nov. 17, at 6:30 p.m. or
Tuesday, Nov. 18, at 4 p.m. in
115 Administration Bldf.

Booklet Of Poems
By Hubach Printed

Style Show Soon
In Men's Gym
Plans for the style show to be
presented Nov. 18, at 8:30 p.m. in
the Men's Gym were discussed at
a meeting last Thursday of the
models chosen by the various fraternities, sororities and Independent groups that will participate.
Announcement
of
additional
prizes was made at the meeting.
A pen and pencil set will be awarded to the winning male model and
the winning female model.
The original schedule handed
out at the Thursday meeting and
which pertained to the date and
time when each group was to
choose its model's clothes from
Lasallc Bowling Green store has
had to be abandoned.
In its place a new schedule has
been announced by Blanche Spangler, publicity director. AH groups
arc being contacted as to the time
they are to appear.
The table-model radios, which
will be awarded to the groups
which has the winning representatives, will be on display in the
Nest and in the Well beginning
Monday.
Selection of the models will be
completed Thursday by Miss Gay
Lajoie, Lasallc Fashion Director,
and Ann Parthum, Student Fashion Director.
A dress rehearse) is scheduled
for Monday night in the Men's
Gym at 7.

A booklet of poems, written by
Dr. Robert R. Hubach, a recent
addition to the staff of the English
department, has just rolled off the
press. The book, entitled, "This
Land I Love," is a product of
four years work by Dr. Hubach.
The poems depicting American life
are primarily philisophical, and
nrc written in poetic prose and
rhyme. Although the poems can
be read sepcrately, if read together
they form a story.
Dr. Hubach, a graduate of the
University of Kansas City in 1938,
came to Bowling Green after
teaching at the Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, III.
He has published a good number
of articles in such periodicals as
American Literature, Notes and
Querrys, and the University review.
Anyone who wishes to purchase
It is still possible for students
a copy of Dr. Hubach's poems, may to get influenza shots at Johnston
do so by contacting him at the hospital.
More than 600 stuEnglish department.
dents have so far decided to take
this precaution against a campus
Dr. Walter Zauqq Addresses
flu epidemic.
Northwestern Ohio Groups

Influenza Shots
Still Available

Dr. Walter A. Zaugg, professor of education here, has addressed three Northwestern Ohio
groups the last three days.
He spoke before the Seneca
County Brotherhood of the Evangelical United Brethren Church in
Fostoria Sunday, the Business and
Professional Women's Club in
Bryan Monday, and the Fort Miami PTA in Maumce Tuesday.

Stalbohm Elected
SCF Vice-president
Student Christian
Fellowship
has elected Louise Stalbohm vicepresident of the SCF Cabinet to
replace Dora Terbizan who resigned recently.
Also elected to office waa Jim
Galloway as chairman of the Recreation Leadership interest group.
Non-cabinet appointments include Dick Lenhart, historian;
Libby Earnest, bulletin board, and
Anna Lee Gustafson, publications
promoter.
Election of the Congregationalist representative made vacant
with the resignation of Bob Eastman, will be held at the next meeting.

Treble Clef Holds
Annual Breakfast
Treble Clef, University Women's Glee Club, held its annual
breakfast at the University Club,
Sunday, Nov. 2. Following the
breakfast the glee club sang at the
Presbyterian Church.
Sunday evening, Nov. 9, Treble
Clef sang at the Federal Council
of Churches held in the Senior
High School Auditorium.
Dr.
Howard Lowry, president of the
College of Wooster, was guest
speaker.
Officers for this year are: Velma Bisher, president; Doris Smart,
vice president; Fannie Smaltz, secretary; Shirley Figgins, business
manager; Jeanette Lusk, publicity
manager; Beverly Heilman, historian; Ruth Wilson, stage manager; Marilyn Weisz and Virginia
Cemy, librarians; and Marjorie
Lichty, accompanist.
Aiding Dr. J. Paul Kennedy as
assistant conductor is Masako Ono,
voice teacher in the music department.
Treble Clef Club is planning a
combined broadcast with the Men's
Glee Club sometime in December.
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Profs Different,
1

By John Dyer

Andy" Observes Baby Sitters

With the announcement at Tuesday's assembly by Prof.
John Schwarz that Bowling Green will present a series of lectures
on International Affairs the school is brought just a little closer to
realization of the goal of comprehensive education. Newspapers
and magazines are constantly presenting their definitions of the
hope of the world or the possibility of the world's survival. Consequently, it is never amiss for us to stop occasionally and think
of the part which most of us will be forced to play in that future
whether we want to or not.
Fodder for future battlefields and past battlefields has all too
often been from the college campuses of the nation. And all
too often the fodder has not had a say in whether the cause is iust
or right but has been forced to participate unasked and unthanked.
Two Road* Opening
Today we are at the threshold of one world which either
has a future or will be laid waste in a manner never equalled
In history. The policy of the State Department has reached a
new high In endeavoring to back the fighting nations in the
"cold" war which Is being fought even today. Now we have a
chance to think and decide by attending the Institute of International Affairs which is presenting the series of lectures on the
campus.
Institute Features Talks
Speakers have been chosen to cover the various divisions
of the world and to give an overall survey of the crisis as It
stands today.
The opening program featured Quincy Wright, who presented the first talk which was intended to cover the field and suggest
a solution. Title of his talk was "Future Civilization." December 12, the program will feature Andre Mlchalopoulos, former
Minister of Information and member of the Greek Cabinet who
will talk on the "Mediterranean: Battlefield of the Peace."
Saturday morning, Dec. 13, will have the final speakers,
fames Burnham, author of "The Struggle for the World," which
Prof. Schwarz, the arranger for this series, considers "a remarkable book." His talk will be on the same line- as his book, the
struggle between two mighty powers for domination of the world.
The fourth and last speaker is Dr. Wm. McGovernwho will talk
on "China and Japan: Today aria Tomorrow." Dr. McGovern
is just back from a trip to the Orient for the Government.
State Legislature Pays
Funds to finance this series is laken from a special amount
appropriated by the State Legislature for the purpose. It is
hoped that this survey will enable the students of the University
and any visitors from outside to make their own decisions and
to remember the possibilities which will be opened for them.
Three left to go: Dec. 12 in the evening and Doc. 13, two morning speakers.

Uete we yo aatun
By Hank Lewis
The veteran of World War II is travelling the identical path
of his father after World World War 1. He is slipping into the
same lethargy.
The 29th Armistice Day commemorating the ending of World
War I now is past. With each passing year the significance of
the day dwindles in importance. People lapse into indifference—veterans and non-veterans, college students and business
men alike.
Ex-soldiers, sailors and marines are no exceptions. Their
indifference toward maintaining the peace, toward the world
problems of today is appalling. It may be Indifference, lack of
interest or just pure laziness; but no matter, the veterans ol today,
especially those In college, confine themselves to too narrow,
circles.
The veteran won the peace and during the years of fighting
It was he who repeated time and again would "run the country"
when II was all over. Yet no "running" has been attempted. No
noticeable change in law or governmental policy which would
aid the veteran or the country as a whole has been brought about
by him or his groups. Sadly enough the results of his unconcern
may, in years to come, take his sons down the same roads of
disaster which have been typical of the past.
However, there is a remedy. And the remedy lies weightily
upon the veteran in college who should be foremost among the
lawmakers of tomorrow. The remedy is for each and every veteran to "keep abreast of the times," and to understand, at least
to some degree, the world problems of today.
College is the ideal, logical place to prepare. In years to
come the knowledge acquired can be shaped into reality,
through the medium of each veteran voicing his opinion to his
congressman, through voting and aiding, when called upon, his
local government and its functions. He can, in such ways, and
In exercising his rights prevent further wars and American bloodshed.
The veteran can set the pace. He can become an example
for others to follow, but not if he continues with the "care not"
attitude which seems to be so characteristic of him today.
His awakening to present day problems will be essentially
another "here we go againl"
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Jobs Open For

By Harold Flage
"Professors here itt Bowling
(•rccn amaze me because they nre
so friendly! In my country, professor! are more formnl mid difficult to get in touch with," observe!
Anders M»en, 'nil, blond and
handsome economics major from
Copt-11 hate 11, Denmark,
"Denmark is very interested in
the Marshall Plan. We once controlled Ml per cent of the bacon
trade in the world. We produced
30 per cent of the wortd'a butter
trade
II. Si aid (foodstuffs for
cattle, etc.) can restore Denmark's agriculture," he reported,
when queried on Danish national
affairs.
"Andy," as his American friends
call liiin, has studied English for
seven years and speaks it fluently.
At present, he has an AmericanScandinavian Foundation Scholarship at Howling Qreen.
During his year's leave of absence as assistant sales manager
of Copenhagen's Schou Department store, he plans to acquire a
master's degree in economics at
B. G. S. U.
"During the occupation, the
Germans 'bought' Danish produce
and sent the bill to the Bank of
Denmark. At the end of the war
Germany owed Denmark two billion dollars," stated Anders. Tiny
Denmark will never get the $2,000,
000,000 returned.
Last summer's severe drought
brought dowti Danish food production 2R per cent. German re-

Calling-all those who wish to
"earn while they learn." Babysitting position are available.
Business Manager Dom Spoto,
Student Employment Bureau, announces that part-time and fulltime jobs can be had by inquiring
at the Employment Office in 115
at the rear of the Architect's Office.
The office is open from 10 to 12
a.m. and from 2 to 4 p.m. five
days a week. If these hours are
inconvenient, jobs can also be arranged by seeing any of the EmploymenteHureau's officers: Hetty
Kerr, president; Sal Guidice, vice
president; Virg Droll, secretary;
and Dom Spoto, business manager.
Jobs being filled at present are
mostly on a part-time basis. Employment information is posted on
the bulletin board on the south
side of the Well.
Employees keep all they earn;
the Employment Huroau gets no
compensation for assigning jobs
to students.
So the next time the gang wants
to spend the night playing cards,
let 'em bid while tending the baby.
Or, if some good wife desires to
work her husband's way through
college—full-time jobs can be had
for the asking.
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Hadley Yates Presents
Annual Faculty Recital
By Dorothy Schum.nn
Mr. Hadley Yates, associate professor of music, presented his annual faculty piano recital Friday night, Nov. 7, in
the Main Auditorium.
Undoubtedly Mr. Yates possesses
■uio.i .'.\i!q HI p.itu.i.is .i|i •,intmn(.i.i| 0UBld ss,i|j.i,)il )80Uire US
plete mastery of the keyboard, for his playing, seemingly
effortless, was clear and precise throughout the entire per—eformance. His selections displayed
this technique to good advantage.
Appropriately enough, Mr.
Yates chose to open the recital
Dear Editor,
with Sonata in F Minor by ScarLast week I wrote an editorial latti, the cornposer of the late sevconcerning Dad's Day. In effect enteenth century, who is considit was a plea for some organisation ered by many to have practically
created the language of classical
on campus to sponsor such an music. The better known Chromaevent yet this year if possible and tic Fantasy and Fugue by Rach
certainly not later than next year. were marked by perfection of detail.
The editorial came out on WedThe faculty string quartet, apnesday and on Friday morning
pearing for the first time this year,
there appeared in the well a sign was next on the program. The
announcing the fact that the quartet, consisting of Emily DerATO's were sponsoring a Dad's rer—cello; Gerald McLaughlin—
violin; William Alexander—violin;
Day next week.
As a result I received all sorts and M. G. McEwen—viola, played
of compliments on the fast action the Haydn Quartet in G Minor
that was accomplished by the Opus 74, No. 3. Of the four movestory. Everyone thought this guy ments, the second or Largo Altai
Fay must have a bull whip in one was the most lovely, partly behand and a six-shooter in the cause of the melodiousness and
depth of feeling in the composition,
other.
and also because of the warm,
Nothing could be further from vibrant tone generated by the
the truth. At the time I wrote quartet.
The other movements
the editorial I had no idea that the were Allegro, Allegretto, and AlATO bunch was planning a Dad's legro con brio.
Day and of course they had no
Baigneutet au Saleil by de Seidea that I was writing the edi- veral-, which seemed to change
torial.
from a quasi una fantasia mood
The fact of the matter is that into a whimsical one, opened secWard,
Zimmerman,
Limbacher tion three. The most popular seand Co. had been laying plans for lections of the evening, Four Prea Dad's Day at least three weeks lude/ by Debussy, were slso in this
previously to my editorial.
group. The Danseuses de Delphes
In all fairness to them I hope and Let sous et la* parfums tourthat you will see fit to publish nent dam Toir du soir with their
this letter so that everyone will soft, unobtrusive, Debussy- like
know just what the truth of the melodies were particularly beaumatter really is.
Alpha Tau tiful. Dissonant chords and a disOmega fraternity is entirely re- turbing element were outstanding
sponsible for the coming event. in Ce qu'a vu le vent d'Ouest.
Dad's Day.
Let collines d,Anacapri was also
one of the preludes.
Sincerely,
Etudet en forme de Variations
John Fay
Opus 13 by Schumann comprised
the last section.
Its immense
Dear Bobbie,
technical and interpretative diffiWe extend our deepest sym- culties were brilliantly performed
pathy on your being run over by with amazingly consistent power.
a bicycle.
Mr. Yates chose Chimet of St.
The Staff
Patrick't by Withorn as an encore.

JtUUt. to tU Cddo*.

fugees (at one time there were
2»0,000) and the constant threat
of still heavier German infiltration int.. Schleswig- Holstein are
some of the grave problems facing "Andy's" country.
Denmark's foreign minister is
now in Washington, D. C. to settle
another Danish sore-spot—Greenland, which has been included in
the Rio Defense Pact.
"We have the only conservative
government in Europe," the Danish student announced. However,
Socialism may come back after the
Oct. 28 elections. At present, the
Communists have a total of 18
seats in the Rigsdag (the Danish
Parliament) out of 149 total
scats."
Anders participated in the Danish underground during the occupation.
"Almost all the young
men and women were organised in
the resistance movement," he aays.
"England's RAF
bombd
all
three of the Gestapo headquarters
in Denmark. I was in my office
when the RAK completely destroyed the Gestapo headquarters
in Copenhagen.
It happened so
quickly, the air raid sirens never
warned us of the raid," he related.
The saddest words of tongue or pen
Andy will return to his nation's
May be perhaps). "It might have been."
capital and his job after his work
QUEENS AND KINGS:
in America has been completed.
Not-so-brlght spot of Ih© week Jean Barber engaged or disengaged to John Fox—it's hard to tell ... the colder it gets the
less pinnings and engagements—would 'twere spring . . . apologies for last week's rash of misspelled names . . . pinning follows-Art Lauer to Jackie Dempsey (official) . . . Bill (Alabama)
Buck waving ticket for driving his bike down the wrong side of
the street ... the long trip down the center aisle for June Pier
and Clarence Graf . . . pinning—Dom Spoto to Rockford, 111.
beauty, Teresa Tarara . . . frosty trip in the hay for the Alpha
Gammas—to roast in City Park . . .

^bisie Condequencel

"Commoners" Consume Carload

Carrying Careers Charging Ahead

CHECK:
I wish I were a kangaroo.
Despite his funny stances;
I'd hare a place to put the iunk.
My girl friend bring* to dances.
FOUR STABS AND A HUZZA:
Dad's Day scooped by an editorial . . . letters to the Ed.
slacking off—creates interest—send some more . . . this week's
award of the bucket o' suds and a carton of tobacco flowers goes
to ATO's who turned out in a body, by themselves, Friday morning to see the football team off on their trip to N. Y.—good
going both for the early hour and spirit . . .

6000 half pints of milk
150 loaves of bread
700 pounds of meat (for dinner)
How would you like to have a grocery list like this every
day? This is a fair example of the milk, bread, and meat
consumed daily at the "Commons" by approximately 1500
students per meal.
4>
But shopping is not the only which are cooked by 30 full-time
thing done on a mass-production employees and 140 student assisscale at the "Commons." Cooking tants.
The football, basketball,
is done in four steam kettles, each and cross-country teams are given
of which can hold 80 gallons. first preference for employment.
Dish washing requires 25 men to
Dr. Frank J. Prout spent two
empty trays, load the machine, and days last week visiting college cafdry and stack the trays.
Milk, eterias and dining halls throughmeat, fresh vegetables, and dairy out the state. He found that the
products are stored in four huge "Commons" compares very favor"walk-in" refrigerators, the larg- ably with the others he visited.
est being 35 by 15 feet. Each re- Students at other universities pay
frigerator is kept at a temperature a weekly meal rate ranging from
suitable for preserving the food $6.90 to $10, while the weekly
stored in it.
rate at the "Commons" is $6.50.
The manager of the "Commons"
Dr. Prout remarked that B. G.
is F. E. Beatty, who was assistant students might appreciate the cur*.
registrar here last year. He is tarns and, oak floors of their cafeassisted by his secretary, Mrs. teria more, if they could see the
Margie Smith. Mrs. M. Herriff cement floors and bare windows
and Mrs. Jane Oyer plan the meals of the dining halls at other schools.

DIKE'S DESIRE:
New queen over all—Panama's Nuria Elida McKay wearing
a lime colored dress with black trim—black shoes and purse,
choker with golden crucifix—calas earrings with pearls—complete with Hollander Henry Haan, student at General Motors
Institute visiting friends on campus for the week end ... the
enth degree of International variety . . .
DIRE'S IRE:
Ashes in the coffee—placed there by the cold weather—
everybody gripes but nobody does anything—we're for more
and better springs . . . campus still lit up like a prison—electricity
costs money . . .
CHECK:
No wonder the little duckling
Wears on his face a frown.
He hurt discovered that
His first pair of pants are down.
MORE QUEENS AND KINGS:
Middle aisle trip for Rocky Rlverite Lester Roig, graduate
assistant in economics to Cantonion and Baldwin-Wallaceonian
Mildred Lent . . . still wish it was spring . . . Morrie Rosenthal
and his new sweater—both of them at the dance Sahjjckjy nlte
. . . Kampus Kats expanding their horizon to include Elyria ...
cutie coed June Cater pinned to male-ed Jim Sponseller . . .
winning TD for St. Bonle occurred in the last few minutes of the
fight . . . last week's sale of breakfasts' unprecidented in
history—as were the orders—checks were really In . . .
PASS:
The sweetest words we know, by heck.
Are only these. "Enclosed, find check."
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By Dick Lenhart

Satire On Hollywood
Writers Falls Short

Two ads got jammed together
in the Grand Forks (N. D.) Herby "Sootie" Bloamker
ald and read this way: "Lost—
By A. L. McClain
Thursday night, white-faced bull,
"The Squirrel Cage," by Edwin Gilbert; published by
With CLEW playing a leading (how did a bull get in this week)
part last week, we asked how it weight 1400 pounds, probably Doubleday & Co.
Anthony Willard arrived in Hollywood with an unpubhad affected students, and if they downtown or an Lincoln Park
lished play, a position as screen writer for Milikan Pictures,
thought the entire program would bus."
have any lasting effect on campus.
The man who doesn't believe and wearing a hat.
"A theism that women are hard losers never
He left the film capital several months later with a social
starts right in knew one who was trying to reconception of the behavior of th
c o 11 e g e," re- duce.
inhabitants of the film capital, a
plied Jack Lee, Definitions—
different idea of the morality of
senior from ToJune is the month of wedding
women, and minus a hat.
ledo,
and
so and cooing.
The billing comes
recognized the later.
Between his arrival and deby Jan* Carlton
good this week
Committee—A body thnt keeps
parture, Tony meets various ecmight be bring- minutes and wastes hours.
centric screen writeis and studio
ing for others.
When Indians decided to cede
bigwigs who provide a hiental exThough not to Willian Penn's heirs as much
ercise for him. Unfortunately, he
feeling a per- land as a man could cover in a
sonal need to
is without an analytical mind and
day and a half, three famous
the idiosyncrasies of the characattend all the walkers were hired.
Starting at
seminars and Writhstown. Pa., one covered
ters are never mnde clear to the
Jack Lr«
assemblies himreader.
6H4 miles in the allotted time.
self, he did like having the visitors
His first encounter is with Kay.
speak in his classes and tie up Another Poem—
the voluptuous secretary.
Kay
Girls when they went out to
their experiences in human relapossesses extraordinarily nice legs
swim.
tions with the problems presented
and a reputation for having mainUsed to dre3s like Mother Hubin text books. For some five or
tained her virtues while working
bard;
10 per cent of the students who
in the midst of the wolf pack—The
Now they have a bolder
are just on the borderline of beWriters lluilding, referred to as
whim;
lieving in God, Jack claimed, this
the "Squirrel Cage" by the workThey dress more like her cupweek will have a definite carryers. In the latter part of the hook,
board.
over.
Tony discovers that Kay still has
Intern—"Are
you
married?"
"I en j o y e d
nice legs.
Patient—"No,
I've
just
been
ajl of the speakAssigned to work with Seymour
run
over."
era I heard,"
Clifton, one of the literary blufMovie Review—
stated Dave
fers, at the Squirrel Cage, Tony's
"The Great Train Robbery."
R e i c h e rt, of
mental exercise gets underway.
now showing at the Scratchiest
C i n c i n n ati,
Sy's only claim to fame seems.to
Theatre in Newark.
This 'is a
"but CLEW
be the ability to bluff his way, with
psychological
musical
comedy
havweek
to
me
little or no talent for writing,
ing
to
do
with
a
prospective
bride
meant an emand an antipathy for his wife.
who lost the train to her wedding
phasis on all reIjirry I.ee, another writer, gains
dress on the day of her wedding,
ligions, not just
prominence for his possession of
and in bitter disappointment, beC h r istianity."
a neurotic dog. Naturally Mr. I.ee
came the first woman hrnkenmn
Speeches were
The first "cadet teacher" in the is also a neurotic and the two are
of her day. Don't bring the girl
good for the
friend.
See it with the boys. U.S. is Prof. Daniel J. Crowlcy, quite happy living together in
people to whom
Dave Reichert
Rating—Two bells and a short head of the Graphic Avis depa't- their neurosis.
they were diment who has been on the Howling
Eventually, the prodding Anrected, but next year CLEW duck call.
We've been asked by several Green faculty for nearly 211 years. thony Willard discovers that he
should strive to have speakers
Ruist-d on a farm in Florence, prefers people "who are real" and
representing all denominations, feverish people to provide spucc
and assemblies and seminars for for a few personal advertisements, New York, "Dan," as a hoy, en- that Hollywood is merely a preWith this discovery he
all faiths.
In this way, CLEW seeing that this column enjoys joyed puttering around in his tense.
would become well rounded and such wide circulation. We must father's tool shed and made wind- packs his tooth brush and "leaves
it all behind."
offer all people a chance to partici- ask that you, however, In the inter- mills, sleds, and waterwhecls.
pate in the program. This fresh- est of propriety, will not read
"The Squirrel Cage" was deHe attended high school in Camman concluded that other people them unless they concern you. d«n, Now Jersey mid later went to signed to be a satire and it is
Thank
you.
might learn about other religions
Qtwefo New York State Teachers successful in only ono phase of
and become more tolerant.
Collcr.e where he majored in In- its condemnation — that of Roy
Personals—
A smart lookGeorge — Send $250 at once. dustrial Arts. While at Oswcgn he Millikan, the communistic-minded
ing little red- All is forgiven.
was sent to a high school in Hanni- head of Milikan Studios. Mr. Milhaired
junior,
Wanted — 17th century Oub- bal, New York, as a ' cadet teach- likan is so communist-conscious
J o A n n Palley liette; must he in good condition. er" where he established an Indus- that he is ridiculous in his accusawas keeping an Call HNM2798.
trial Arts Department, building tion against the screen writers.
eye on the
Goeffrey — Please come back, the shop and tools with the help of
It is possible that Mr. Gilbert
books for sale, you no good slob. The children his students. This was the begin- could have done a fine hit of work
so we marched are hungry.—-Gertrude
ning of "off-campus student teach- with Kay Pierson. However, her
up to find what
The above has been borrowed ing" as it is called today.
possibilities of the social climbing
CLEW meant from the Denisonian,
He received his B.S. in Educa- perverse is lost under the thick
to her.
tion at Columbia U. and his M.A. makeup of her own stupidity.
"How's your new girl?"
JoAnne was
at the University of Wisconsin.
"Not so good."
Tony Willard, the protagonist,
more interested
During the tint World War he also falls far short of being the
"You always were lucky."
in the effect of
Case Tech was in the Army First Division for idealist the author pretended him
CLEW on othIK months as 2nd Lieutenant of to be. Using a literary criticism
JoAnn Palley
ers, for the sale
the machine gunners.
for the "Squirrel Cage," "Squir
piease come home
of books had her and the other
Especially interested in astrono- rcls to the nuts."
volunteer
sales crew
slightly
my,
the
professor
has
been
workWill the person who "boragape. People whom they thought
ing on a telescope in his free time
rowed" the only available copy
would never be caught buying reand has already ground the mirror
MUSIC
of a manuscript play from Mr.
ligious books came around and
Smith's mail box in Ihe Speech for it. He also enjoys map readstrictly
longhair
shelled out so that moat of the
ing,
an
interest
that
develeped
office, pleaae return it aa quickbooks were sold out by mid-week.
ly and quietly aa possible? No from his job in the machine gunby Gil Fox
"Primer for Protestant a," by
ners division during the war. He
questions will be asked. Thank
James Nichols was tops on the
recently wrote a paper on map
you.
best seller list. Running a close
reading for the local Town and
England's foremost chamber ensecond was Gibran's "The ProGown Association.
semble, the Griller String Quartet,
phet" and "When You Marry."
He
has
been
advancement
chairwould have done the same if
will be heard Sunday, Nov. 10,
Bob C h a dthey had tried out one. A fresh- man for the local Scouts for near- at 4 p.m. in the Toledo Art Muv." i c k, Bowling
man from the vicinity of Luckey, ly 14 years.
seum Auditorium.
Green sophoHe is a member of the National
Chuck put in a good word for the
Founded in 1929 when its memmore, came to
seminars which answered a lot of Education Association; American bers were students at the Royal
the conclusion,
questions he and others were Industrial Arts Association; Mis- Academy of Music in London, it
after a bit of
stumped on.
After smiling for sissippi Valley Manual Arts Con- is the only major quartet today
psychologi c a 1
the photographer, Chuck came ference; American Vocational As- with such an unbroken record for
discussion, that
back for one more try to convince sociation; Mid-West Ohio Indus- permanence of personnel.
we deftn i t e 1 y
us how much he approved of trial Arts Association; and Phi
Write to the Museum Informaneed CLEW
CLEW. "I'm not a member of Delta Kappa, honorary education
tion Office—a request and a
and
what it
SCF," he said, "but I'm sure think- association.
The Crowley home is at 311 stampi'd envelope will rate a set of
r e p r esents in
injr of joining now."
tickets ... for free.
our education.
North Prospect St.
"However," he
went on, "they
Bob Chadwick
should attempt
to bring about some unification
between the different denominaBest food in town!
tions and religious beliefs.
Instead of Newman Club, Student
Christian Fellowship, and everylivery nite's a party!
one else having separate meetings,
there ought to be just one, where
Early or late, we're open!
all can come. They say this is
what SCF is," Bob shook his head
and said, "but it's not so."
We found
__^_______ Chuck Kurfess
browsing
(jet on the ball—come here!
among the
General Christmas Cards . . .
books on sale in
the Ad Bldg.
Everybody likes our atmosphere!
Personal Cards for imprintHe told us he
was disappointing . . . Box Assortments
tat, dance be merry—at—
ed at the first
CLEW assembly he went to,
because there
were
so
few
there. Going
Chuck Kurf... just out of curiosity the first
time, he attended the remaining
assemblies, and felt most students

Campus Leaden
by Tom MilUr

Young's Gift
Shop

UNIVERSITY CLUB

Venusl
and

Apollo
by Judy Chriity

Personality
Portraits

m.#

GREEKS

Wayne Bloker
One of the hardest people to
find oil this campus is Wayne
(tinker, co-captain ol the Falcons.
When he isn't busy with his practice teaching in the junior high
school, sweating out classes, or
club meetings, you might he able
to And this Versatile senior in his
room at the bottom of the gym.
Wayne i* a fellow who knows
what it is like to have tough going
as he was a private (fust class) in
the U. S. Marine Corps.
This,
along with other hard facts facing
him, has produced a result of a
frank, outspoken fellow, who believes in calling a spade a spade.
1 think that many of the student
body will remember the pep rally
at which he gave a talk concerning the school spirit of It Q, He
probably rocked many of the students in their bouts. In his stateDienti (which he still says holds
true) "The students of this school
have to show me that there is any
school spirit."
After playing; footbull for the
last ten years, he states that he has
never seen a quitter on the field.
The only quitters that he has seen
are the ones that sit in the cheering section and give up after the
team Is ■ little behind.
I finally got to some of the more
personal things in his life, and
discovered that he likes Kddio
Howard, the music listed as semiclasstcali and dislikes jltterbugs>
ing. He would rather take a fast
leap around the dance floor. His
favorite subject Is Sociology, as he
likes to say what he thinks rather
than what someone else thinks.
Wayne has been active in Sigma
Alpha Kpsilou since be was a
freshman, and being a physical
education major has belonged to
the Varsity Club for the same
period.
When we got to athletics, much
was to be said. He thinks that
the least that the school could do
would be to give their athletes
room and board. They work hard,
and if their record is good, they

RECENT C APT I V ES. The
shiny new ATO house will be kept
in apple pie order by this new
group of pledges: Harry Brockman, Tom Kin-ton, Carlton Chopp,
Jim tialloway, John J. Glllespie,
Edward Gilliland. Kenneth Grubaugh, Allen Katterheinrich, Richard Kranz. Joe Kuzma, Jack Lewis, Steve Mason, James Michaels,
Douglas Mooney, Hob Renncbaum,
Donald Stevenson, Henry Stough,
Kdwin Styvertsen, Donald Tigges,
Dick Van Atta, Robert Zimmerman, Dick Ziss. and James Fricsner.
LOVE'S PIERCING ARROW.
Jackie Dempaey'a return to Bowling Green for the Kappa Sigma
semi-formal last week was turned
Into a "Stardust" dream when the
members of the fraternity serenaded her. She is pinned to Art
l-aucr.
CAPTAIN KID'S ABOARD.
Signs with "honor" printed on
them were the treasure at a recent
S.A.E. treasure hunt given for
Phi Mu sorority. Jay Vaaterling
was general chairman for the
hunt.
THE TORTOISE AND THE
HARE. The stakes were high so
the girls were really in training
for the race. The point in question was whether girls with fat or
thin legs could run faster.
It
took two Alpha Chi's tn find the
answer. Ruth Simon represented
the—shall we say chubby—legs
and Jo Powers worked for the
thin leg cheerers.
Ruth Simon
won the grand prize of $1 and Jo
Powers had to be satisfied with an
all-day sucker to fatten her up.
RULING THE ROOST. Mary
Kngy has been elected as Theta
Phi's alum chairman.
Kay Russell is Phi Mu's new alum pledge
director.
THAT'S THE THING TO DO.
Alpha Gamma Delta is presenting
its aniiunl apple polishing today
in their lounge from 3 to 6 p.m.
The group has invited all the professors which they have for classes.
General chairman for the
event is Ellen Tucker.
Other
chairmen and committees are:
Kathy Heywood, Rachell Addicott,
and Marilyn Hahn, invitations;
Hetty Ann Wylio, Carolyn Grove,
fond and equipment; and Clarice
Forney and Phyl Hahn, decorations.
build up the school reputation nationally. The men spend a lot of
time on sports and are loyal to the
school.
We hear a gripe from Bloker
when he says that the professors
could take a better interest in
the school. Small as it may seem,
they could even read the Bee Gee
News. Both are part of the school
and one might benefit from the
other.—(Let's watch and see.)
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department, club news
ART-HOBBY CLUB
An art-hobby club is being
formed by members of the Bowling; Green State University Art
Club for junior and senior high
school students.
Attending students will decide
which art medium they wish to
use in the weekly class meetings
which will be held, beginning Nov.
16, from 9 to 11 Saturday mornings in the Art. Bldg.
Esko
Rentola, university art instructor,
will supervise the group.
Registration for the classes will
be in 10 Art Bldg. and will end
Thursday, Nov. 13.
Students will supply their own
equipment and will pay for each
meeting. The money will be used
to enable University Art Club
members to join Delta Phi Delta,
national art fraternity.
SPANISH CLUB
The Spanish Club will meet tonight at 7 in 202 Administration
Bldg.
Miss Nellie Ogle, from the Department of Business Administration, will address the club on
"Panama."
President Jane Russell
announced that the organization
would sponsor a Disc Dance on
Feb. 20.
In order to gain admission to
this group, a student must have a
II average in Spanish and an accumulative average of 2.5. Initiation of new members will take
place in December.
Officers of the club are Jane
Russell, president; June linn kin,
vice president;
Pat Coughlin,
treasurer; and Lynn Cadwcll, secre tary.
PI OMEGA PI
Pi Omega Pi outlined plans for
the coming year at its monthly
meeting last Wednesday.
Policies of the organization, a
national honorary fraternity for
business education majors, include
continuation of honors achievement, a business machine show,
and publication of an annual news
letter.
President Lois Rubel presided
at the meeting held in the P. A.
Bldg. Other officers are Norma
Gene Mack, vice president; and
Marie Berenice Ruiz, secretary.
Next regular meeting will be
held Dec. 3.
SCF
One of the newest additions to
the Student Christian Fellowship
is the choir, started two weeks ago.
The choral group has about 20
members, and has sung for three
CLEW chapel programs.
They meet every Tuesday and
Thursday at 0:16 p.m. in the
Practical Arts Auditorium. New
members arc still being accepted.
Maralce Moore is director of
the choir which is now working
on music for Christmas programs.
EMERSON LIT
Emerson Literary Society will
hold its next meeting Nov. 17 at 7
p.m. in 303 of the Administration
Bldg.
A panel discussion will be held
on "What Democracy Means to
Me."
William Weidncr, Wesley
Veaey, and Thora Saul will lead
this discussion.

QUILL TYPE
"Boss vs. Secretary," a one act
play, highlighted last Wednesday's
meeting of Quill Type. An illustration of the difference between
a good and a bad secretary, the
play was presented by Anita Colussi, Norma Gene Mack, Bob II",.
kinson, and Lloyd Kiracofe.
Initial issue of a monthly news
letter for business students and
alumni was made and a contest to
name the publication was announced. Editor of the letter is
Bob Hoskinson.
Group singing and special music
preceeded the play with Dorothy
Kanousc, club president, presiding.
A Thanksgiving program and
refreshments will feature the next
regularly scheduled meeting Wednesday, Nov. 19.
PRE-ENGINEERS
A meeting of the Pre-Engineer's
Club will be held Thursday evening at 7 in 400 Science Bldg.
All pre-engineering students
arc requested to attend. There
are approximately 150 prospective
members, of which only 16 attended the last meeting.
As noted by temporary chairman, Len Fox, if more pre-engineering students will attend the
meetings the club will arrange to
have interesting speakers, which
will be beneficial in guiding prengincers into definite fields.
Films will be shown at the
Thursday night meeting.

Phi Mu's first annual Enchantress Ball will head the
week-end activities. This semi-formal dance will be held
Saturday night from 9 to 12 with music by Bill Steiner, his
piano, and orchestra.
An enchantress couple, selected by a committee, will be
announced at the dance. Lee Shepard is general chairman.
An all-campus disc dance sponsored by Alpha Phi sorority will
Dean Wilder Leads
be held .Friday night at 9 in the

Directors' Meeting

Miss Marie Stoll, former exchange teacher to Cambridge, England, was the principal speaker at the Home
Economics Northwest District Conference held here last Friday. Miss Stoll, a home economics teacher in a Toledo high
school, spent last year in England.
The Bowling Green Home Economics Club, headed by
Jean Swick, president and general

Public Is Invited
To Hear Address
By Bluffton Prexy

Its IMPORTANT
to look your best.

Women's Bldg.
"Rose of Washington Square"
with Alice Faye, Tyrone Power,
and Al Jolson will be shown in the
Practical Arts Auditorium at 7
and 9 p.m.
The movie for Saturday night,
to be announced later, will be
shown at 7 and 9 p.m.

Econ Prof Speaks
At Dinner Meeting

Dean Conklin Plans
Trip California Way
Dean and Mrs. Arch B. Conklin
will leave Thursday^ Nov 13, for
an extended trip to California.
Travelling by train, the Conklins
plan to visit relatives in San Francisco and Tracy.
Dean Conklin will resume his
duties Dec. 2 while Mrs. Conklin
will return Dec. IB.

Dr. Lloyd A. Helms, professor
of economics, spoke last week
end in Beaver Falls, Pa.
He discussed "Our Non-Contractible Supply of Money" at the
Ladies' Night dinner meeting of
the Beaver Valley Economic Institute. Among the members are
many of the professor's former
students at Geneva College in
Beaver Falls.

HOUSE
OF

ART CLUB
Don Deitesfcld is the newly
elected president of Art Club.
Other officers are John Shaw,
vice-president; Alice Huston, secretary; Pat Teller, treasurer; and
Arthur llatsat, corresponding secretary.
Dr. Tom H. Tuttle, guest speaker at last Thursday's meeting,
Dr. Lloyd I.. Ramscyer, presitalked on "What is Beauty." A
dent
of lllurfton College, will
general discussion on individual
interpretations of art and beauty speak on "Education In Reconstructed Europe." tomorrow evefollowed.
ning at B:16 in Studio U, Practical
IRC CLUB NEWS
International Relations Club Arts Bldg. The public is invited
will meet tonight in 100 Practical
Mr. Unmseycr, a Menonite, led
Arts Bldg. at 7.
a committee bo Investigate condiLUTHERAN
tions in F.uropo for his church.
The Lutheran Student AssociaDuring the summers of 1938
tion will meet Sunday, November
16, at 6 p.m. at the Lutheran Mid L989, Mr. Kamscyer -taught
Church for a "Fun Night." Sup- audiovisual aids here at BGSU.
per will be served at cost by the He was previously on the Ohio
ladies of the Pemberville Lutheran State faculty. Since receiving his
Church. Jim Stewart is general Ph.D. in 11138, he has been president of Bluffton College.
chairman.
Kappa Delta Pi, national educaGREEK CLUB
Students of Greek descent are tional honorary society, and the
invited to attend the meeting of Association of Childhood EducaAlpha Omega, tonight at 7 in 200 tion are sponsoring the speaker.
Officers will

chairman, and Miss Laura Heston,
faculty advisor, hosted the conference.
Guests were members of
the Heidelberg, University of Toledo, and Bluffton College clubs.

Dean Audrey Kenyon Wilder
was a discussion leader Wednesday
in Columbus at a state meeting of
deans and house directors.
Accompanying her were three
Bowling Green house directors:
Mis. Sue Hatfield of Kohl Hall;
Mrs. Josephine James, Williams;
and Mrs. Helen B. Rhonehouse,
Shatzel; and Helen Pugh, student
head resident in Johnston Hall.

Visitors attended a tea in the
Practical Arts Bldg., a movie, and
a business meeting during which A Vital Statistic
Anyone loiinq a pen may claim II by
Roberta Hyde was elected district
denlifying It Found al corner o| E. Court
Elton Ringer, statistician in the and
Summit Luceal Toley. G*>61.
secretary; and Doris Baker, news Bowling Green State University
gatherer for the state.
Business Office, and Mrs. Ringer
After touring the campus, they are the parents of a six-pound
attended a dinner in Williams daughter, Carol Ann, born SaturHall and Miss Stoll spoke on "An day, Nov. 1, in the Community
Hospital. This is their first child.
American Home Economics TeachMrs. Ringer is the former Verer in an English School System."
nice Wcisz of Farmer, 0.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
John Shaw was elected president of Industrial Arts Club in a
meeting held Nov. 5 in the new
visual education room at the industrial arts shop. Other officers
are Tom Powell, vice president,
and Don Mericlc, secretary-treasurer.
Two movies on the lathe and
aluminum were shown, HIHI a field
trip to the local Newton Glass
Works was planned.

Administration Bldg.
be elected.

First Enchantress Ball
Heads Week-end Events

Home Ec Conference Hears
Former Exchange Teacher

Calling All Masons
All girli who are members of
Eastern Star or Rainbow Girli
and all men who are Hiiom
■hould submit their name, address, and telephone number to
Carol Bridenbaugh in the SCF
office immediately.

Frosfi, Youngest Girl
To Receive License
Flying is the hobby of 18-yearold Ann Mundell, freshman from
Joliet, 111. She received her commercial license soon after her
eighteenth birthday and is the
youngest girl in the United States
to claim that title. She now has
3fi0 hours in the air, 280 of which
arc solo. Ann is an old trouper at
this however, as she took her first
ride at the age of three.
Ann's father owns a super cruiser which she flies when she is
home. Recently she thrilled two
of her roommates by taking them
for a ride in a plane rented from
the B G airport.

Merrill's Dairy
Bar

FLOWERS
CORSAGES

113 W. Merry Avenue

Fountain Service
Sandwiches
Sealtest Ice Cream

FLOWER GIFTS
We Deliver

Open daily
10 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Deliveries
Phone 6054

PHONE 5734
331 North Main

Loel: Blue and iilver Parker 51 pen.
Reward. Call CMIHII Van Uar, Wllliamt
Hall, Room 17.

Bill's
Radio Service
Tubes and Batteries
New and Used
Radios
118 W. Wooster

.

.

.
Ph. 7492

Come to—
'DREAM' - THAT'S THE
THING TO DO . . .
At the fashion review—first of it's kind
on the Bee Gee campus!
November 18 at

LEITMAN'S

8:30 p.m. in the Men's Gym,

the sharpest in college men's clothes

These "DREAM BAIT" clothes will be
modelled by your own students.

YOUR BEST FRIENDS
YOUR DEAREST ENEMIES

You'll see these smooth campus fashions, for men and women . . . make your
dreams come true!

will be EQUALLY ENVIOUS of your latest portrait if
it is made in our atudio.
Let ua paint the true charm of your personality with
our up-to-the-minute lights—the kind they use in Hollywood!

WOODWORTH STUDIO

Phone 6404

117 North Main Street

FASHIONS IN DREAMTIME"Teacher, if I send my clothes to the SANITARY DRY CLEANERS
for cleaning and pressing . . . will I be as pretty ss you? Next to the
Lyric Theatre.

THAT'S THE THING TO SEE!
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kicking it a/uumd

Spxvitl Section

by Tommy Foy and Ed Cheslock
ABOUT THOSE NIGHT GAMES
On Iwo previous occasions, this column
has advocated the installation of lights (or night
football games here at the University. We
pointed out several advantages of such a move
chief of which is that the profits could be used
in expanding and improving the athletic facili
ties in proportion to our academic expansion.
The idea met with favorite campus comment
but the question as to the source of funds for
such construction has hindered the formulation
of any tangible plans. Up to this time, it seems
the state legislature has been reluctant to appropriate funds for stadium expansion. This
can best be seen in the situation at Kent State,
Tammy Foy
where, after many futile attempts in seeking
state funds to finance the building of their new stadium, they
have had to appeal to their alumni association for donations.
DOCS SOLUTION
Last week, Doc Lake, sports editor of the
Bowling Green Sentinel Tribune, brought forth
BBBBBI ^"*
an idea in his column which may prove to be
the solution to our financial difficulty. Doc suggested a plan whereby the local high school,
instead of laying out funds for the improvement
of their own inadequate stadium, would apply
these funds to help build up the university field
which both would then use. The overflow
crowds that both university and high school
have attracted throughout the season make it
apparent that something must be done to handle these fans and it appears rather impractical
for two independent constructions when one
Ed Che.lock
would suffice. This idea of mutual agreement
in regard to the use of a university's stadium by a nearby high
school Is not a new one. It has been carried out successfully for
many years, notably in the East, with both parties benefiting
from the arrangement.
MERGER ADVANTAGES PLENTIFUL
To make the picture more complete, let's look at what such a
program would accomplish. First, we would havo lights. Second we would have a larger, more modern stadium with better
press box facilities resulting in a larger newspaper coverage of
the games. In addition, better visiting team facilities would be
available and a new scoreboard, long a need at BG, would
probably be erected.

SAE's Battle Sigma Nu
For Fraternity Title
Chi Theta fell in de fent t I KapSigma Nu defeated Phi Delta,
12-7, in the Fraternity Intramural pa Sigma in ihe thin placi playBeta Sig na is alone
League in the race for first place. offs, 18-0.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, who drew a in fourth place.
TEAM STANDINGS
bye in the first round, will meet
Laaqu. 1
Sigma Nu this week to decide the
Plara
Tun
W.
L
SAE
4
1
frat championship.
Kappa Tau
3
2
In the second place play-offs.
Pi Th.la
3
2
2
2
Alpha Tau Omega won over Pi
Kappa Siqma
2
3
3
Kappa Alpha, fi-O.
Also in the
Balci Sigma
. 0
5
*
L.agu. II
consolation semi- finals, Sigma Chi
L
PlilC.
!•»
W.
handed Pi Theta a defeat by the
Siqma Nu
3
1
1
score of 18-7. Kappa Tau, who
Phi Delia
3
1
1
Pi Kappa Alpha
2
2
2
drew a bye last week, will face
ATO
2
2
2
the Sigma Chis this week.
Chi Th»la
0
4
3
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Falcons Meet Iowa
In Final Home Game
By T. J. Loom.., Jr.

Bowling Green's fighting football eleven returned from
Olean Sunday with an unimpressive 4-4 record. On first
glance at these figures one would not consider this 1947 Bee
Gee team one of the best the university has had—actually it
is just that.
Analyzing the losses sustained nothing whatsoever can
tbe found for the team to be
ashamed of. Opportunist Xavier
won 2-0 on a break, although outplayed. The games with Dayton
and Miami, two of the Midwest's
finest independent clubs, were
both close and undecided until the
final gun.
Hugh Dcvore's St.
Temporary possession of second Bonaventure squad, tough as alplace was won by the Drifters, ways, had to resort to three aerials
when they defeated the Rockets to get their scores against an in18*18 in a close game. Since this jury-riddled Whittakcr aggregawas the only game played in tion.
League I, Hut H remains undeThese injuries, which have
feated in first plnce with a record plagued the Orange and Brown all
|w>f two wins and no defeats. The ■eaaon, have meant a great deal.
Rockets, as a result of the defeat, The Urn of Wayne Bloker, center
dropped into a third place tie with and co-captain, was in itself a killthe Destroyers.
The Hotshots ing blow. Little All-American maround out the circuit without a vic- terial doesn't show up here every
tory in three starts.
year and Blokey was certainly
Leagues II and III have com- that.
pleted their respective schedules.
Saturday the Falcons meet Iowa
Hut I. and the Atom Smashers State Teachers College in a Dad's
completed the season in a tie for Day tilt that will decide whether
first, in League II, with records of the season is to go down as a suctwo wins ami one tie. The Misfits cess or failure. This is the ball
finished third followed by the game they must win to prove their
Aces.
greatness.
In League HI the first slot went
Clyde L. "Buck" Starbeck. Iowa
Hut I\ who were undefeated in Teachers' coach, has other plans
Elvia Goodvin, Iowa State Quarterback to
two games. Hut O took second by for his perennial North Central
winning one out of the three Conference champions. The Pangames scheduled. The Ridge Valthers have lost but three games
ley Whips finished in the cellar
along with the Redbirds and the in the last two years—two to Iowa
Rangers. The latter two teams State University and one to Westdropped out of the league.
ern Michigan this season. Drake
STANDINGS
was able to gain a 6-6 tie this year,
L«aqu» I
also.
Frosh Meet Dayton In
Won
Loal
Hul H
Return Game Thursday
The visitors will treat the fans
0
2
1
Drifter.
2
Sfi&iU in SUo>iti
Howling (iroen's freshman footto old time single-wing football.
Rockota
1
1
ball team was nosed-OUl by DayIVatroyoia
I
1
Featured will be a spinner attack
HolBhotn
0
by Kathy Arnold
3
ton's yearling squad 7 to '■ In their
L.aqu. 11 {final ita ndknaa
built around Bob Williams, powerinaugural
game
of
the
year
at
Hnin stay away from the athWon
Ii.d
Loal
ful little 170 pound fullback, and
Hul L
1
0
letic fields.
Splashed up shin- Dayton last Thursday night. The
Ati'in Smaahera
2
1
0
Falcon frosh put up a good battle
his substitute, Earl Page.
Mialils
1
guards. muddy shoes, and water
0
2
0
5
Aces (dropped)
0
soaked hockey balls were the re- against a team that is undcieated,
Paul DeVan, hipper-dipper neand
has
hail
much
more
experience
L.agu.
Ill
sult of hockey intramurals last
gro tailback, will do a good share
Loal
Won
this year.
Hul P
Thursday overling;.
0
2
of the leather lugging while CharBowling Green scored early
Hul O
2
1
Hockey practices for visiting the game. They drove to Dayton's
Rldqa Vnll.y Whip.
0
2
ley Lemmon, 1B0 pound scatback,
0
Rndfwda
(droppod)
2
trips are being held every Mon- L'S yard line and when they were
2
0
Rangera (dropped)
will probably alternate at wingday, Wednesday, and Friday at I stalled they eleeted to kiek a field
back with cutback experts Joe
Bill Sharp. All-Ohio halfp.m. Two teams will be formed to goal.
Carpenter and Boh Dutcher. At
back from Lima, booted the ball
play other schools.
about 40 yards through the upthe quarterback post 200 pound
Swan Club
rights for the three points.
Lou Schmadeke will share the
Swan Club is netting ready for
The rest of the game was played
blocking duties with Elvin Goodaround
midfield,
until
the
Junior
the big show, "The Wizard of 0l,"
vin, the team's placekicker.
Flyers
started
to
march
and
Sigma Chi broke a ten game
which will be Riven March Ifi, 17,
poshed over a six pointer with two winning streak by dropping one
and IS. They practice every Wed- minutes left in the game.
Kamc to Kappa Tau and tying one
nesday and Thursday night at 7.
The passing of Norm Rossi, the game in which each team bowled
placekicking of Tom Dunham, and games of f>!)2. Sigma Chi won the
Conference
The Women's Physical Kduca- the punting of Fox were all ex- tic in an extra frame play-off in
ceptional, and all three show great accordance with the regulations
tion faculty represented Bowling
promise for future varsity teams. set up. Sigma Nu crept up one
Bowling Green Officials AssociaCreen at the Women's Physical
The freshmen will gel another point closer to first piace by taking
tion will have a meeting Thursday
Education Section of Ohio College shot at Dayton tomorrow afterall four points from,Chi Theta and evening at 7:30 in room 100 of the
Association conference at Oberlin noon at W when the two teams Pi Theta took three points from
Men's Gym.
Jack Kinney will
last wetk-ends
Various reports meet at the university stadium. Phi Delta. This week's bye went speak on basketball rules interThis will be a tine chance for all
were given from the fields of students to get a glimpse of the to Kappa Sigma.
pretation.
With only two more nights of
This newly organiicd club is
ilance, health education, and possibilities of next year's footHowling
before
the
completion
of
composed of people in the surball team.
teacher training.
the first round there is a difference rounding territory who are interof only three points between third ested in officiating or learning the
pluce SAE and sixth place PiKA, rules of various sports. More than
giving evidence of the spirited bat- three-fourths of the group are
tle between teams. This coming Howling Green students.
NEWLY DECORATED
Friday will sec Sigma Chi matched
Anyone who is interested is inagainst Pi Theta while Chi Theta vited to attend this Thursday
will draw the four point bye.
night meeting.
with

Hut P Takes
League Title

Dayton Beat Frosh In
Opening Tilt Thriller, 7-3

Sigs Keep
Bowling Lead

Officials Meet
Thursday Night

Brunswick Billiard Streamlined Equipment

Columbia Record* - Set C-155
now brings you
Dorothy Shay
The Park Avenue Hillbillie

Goes To Town
with
JUST A FRIENDLY FEELING

EjW
Parents In "fresh up" families share
their children's pleasures. That's why
crystal-clear 7-Up is America's family
favorite. For 7-Up adds to family funLet friendly 7-Up help make a merry
mood in your home.

MOUNTAIN LULLABYE
HE'S THE ONE
THE STYLE TO WHICH I AM ACCUSTOMED
WITH A LITTLE INDSCRETION ON THE SIDE
IT'S THE LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT
AGNES

THE DRAIN PIPE SONG
(YOUR BABY HAS GONE DOWN THE DRAINPIPE)

m Wil-Mar Billiards
148 North Main Street

KM*//A*

it...it//Acs you!

CLUNG

LION STORE APPLIANCE SHOP
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Falcons Drop Close Game
At St. Bonaventure 21-14
Bjr Jack Saylor

Bowling Green's winning streak was halted at three
games, Saturday, when it fell victim to three St. Bonaventure
touchdown passes. The final score: St. Bonaventure, 21;
BG, 14. The game was played on a cold, windy day, on a
sloppy gridiron.
BG kicked off, and the Bonnys drove to the Falcon 47
yard line. Here the line held, and*
ipped a pass to Lo Vuolo who
they were forced to punt.
Max
Mifinich
hit end
Boh
Schnelker with a pass covering 37
yards, but the attack bogged down,
and the Falcons punted. The Bonnys attempted to kick back, but
their punt was partially blocked,
and BG took over as the first quarter ended.
Field Goal Attempted

outsped the BG secondary 83
yards for a touchdown.
Ferris
made his point attempt good, and
the half ended with St. Bonaventure lending, 14-7.
Falcons Tie Score

A series of punt exchanges featured the early portion of the third
period, but midway in the stansa,
the Orange and Brown sustained a
drive from their own 31 to the
Indian 36.
Woodland, Minnich,
and Tom Inman sparked this offensive thrust. Minnich tossed a pass
to Doug Mooney on the 21, and
Ennis Walker's chuck to lnman
carried to the 7. Two line plays
made but two yards so Maples
tried to pass. Spotting no receivers, he ran wide to the left, bowled
over two Bonny lacklers, and
scored.
DePetro converted, and
the score was again tied, 14.14.

On the initial play of the second
period, Bob DePetro attempted a
field foal from the 15-yard lino,
but it was wide. The Brown Indians took over on their own 20,
but two line plays lost yardage,
and a penalty set them back to the
nine on fourth down. Here came
the big break of the game.
Standing on the goal line to
punt, the Bonnys' Steve Chnrsky
fumbled tin- puss from center.
Forced to run. he skirted end and
scampered to the Falcon 17 before
being stopped. Two plays picked
Indians Pass For Winning TD
up seven yards after which halfbuck Dave Curtin lofted an aerial
This proved to be the Falcons'
to end Frank LnVuolo good for <10
final gesture as Bonaventure took
yards nnd a TI>.
Frank Ferris
the ball on their own 20 and moved
booted his first of three points, and
in two plays to the BG 45. Two
Bonaventure led, 7-0.
more plays advanced them to the
Maples Scores
38 and set the stage for the winWith six minutes reBG returned the kick-ofT, but ning tally.
their attack failed to click, and maining, Curtin once more arched
M in HI. h punted to the Bonny 30. a pass over the BG defense where
After making one first down, the the speedy Colella gathered it in
Indians fumbled and Falcon guard, and romped over for the score.
Don Dunham, recovered on their Ferris' conversion was good, and
40.
Jack Woodland, easily the that was the ball game, final score,
offensive star of the game, picked
up IS yards.
Rust Maples then 21-14.
unleashed a pass to Schnelker
STATISTICS
SI.B
BG
who took the ball to the one-inch
361>
Tolai
yardage)
218
line. From here, Maples scored on
224
Yard* gained rushing
122
141
Yards gained patting
96
a sneak. DePetro added the point,
0
Firal
downs
passing
4
and the score was knotted, 7-7.
II
Fitsl downs mailing
11
Phil Colelln, the Bonny's Little
Total |usl downs
11
9
Passes attempted
lb
All-Amcrican, returned BG'l kick3
Passes completed
-»
off to his own 30.
Two plays
2
Passes lnlorcopted
1
netted seven yards, and with time
running out, Curtin caught the
Falcon pass defenders napping and

For the
best hamburger

QftilViteai,.

Fri., Sat.
Nov. 14-15
Open 12:45 daily

"Down To Earth"
in town

In Technicolor
with Rita Hayworth and
Lurry Parks

try the

Nov. 16-18
Sun., Tues.
Open daily 12:45

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop

.^Christmas

fff r £ VBHT

"This 'Time For
Keeps"
In Technicolor
with Esther Williams

Harriers Place
Fifth In Meet
Paced by Bob Petrie, Bowling
Green'B cross country team ran to
a fifth place, Saturday, in the National Junior AAU meet held on
the six and one quarter mile
course of Michigan's Warren Valley Golf Club.
From the 69 thinclads who ran
across the soggy, cold, and wind
swept course, Petrie finished in
the number 11 position with a time
of 33:26.
The finishing order of Bowling
Green's team was: Petrie—11th,
,Scntt—32nd, Miller—45th,
Pomponio—49th and Davenport—56th.
Ohio Wesleyan will be host to
the thinclads Saturday.
Student tickets for the final
home football game of the season
Saturday
against
Iowa
State Teachers will go on sale
this afternoon at 1. The hours
on Wednesday and Thursday
will be from 8:30 to 11:30 and
1 to 4, and Saturday morning
from 9 to 12.

For the bett

ATO's Revive
Dad's Day
Bowling Green Dad's Day is being: revived on the Campus Saturday, Nov. 16.
For the first time since before
the war, a day will be set aside
for all dads of Bowling* Green students. The sponsor of the event
is Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
In addition to special arrangements for students and dads to attend the Iowa Stfte Teachers College football game, other events
will include open houses at organized dormitories, a special formation by the band at the game,
"Welcome Dad" decorations, and
a special breakfast for the dads of
football members, who are honored
guests.
Plans are being made to select
"Dad of the Year" to be presented at the Saturday game.
The Dad's Day committee states
that Saturday will be the student's
chance to show his dad a good time,
show him the campus, and have
him meet his friends.
President Frank J. Prout has endorsee! Dad's Day and has expressed his wish that all students invite
their dads to come up for the event.
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Sigs Gain Finals
With ATO
The Sigma Chit moved another
step closer to the second place
championship Tuesday night when
they stopped Kappa Tau 8 to 10
in a game played in a slow drizzle
of rain.
The Siga scored a safety when
Flegle crashed through the Kappa
Tau line and caught Bolce in the
end zone.
They scored their TD
on a pass from Roy Lee to Earl
Mort.
The Sigs will meet ATO Thursday night in the playoff for second
place in the fraternity league.

Pep Rally
Friday Night
A pep rally for the Howling;
Green-Iowa State Teachers game
will be held Friday evening.
A large number of students
should turn out for this as Saturday's gnmc will be the last home
came for the Falcon gridders this
year.
November 22, the football
squad will travel to William and
Mary.
The pep rallies have gone over
big this year with the students and
have added much school spirit at
the football (tames.

Rodent Raiders
Restore Peace
In Kohl Annex
by Nancy

Noon

Flash bulletin from Kohl hall
annex: Quick action by Dean
Conklin saves 32 girls from mouseto-mouse warfare!
At the latest available count.
12 of the enemy had been Righted,
six captured and killed, and three
trapped.
At the crucial moment.
Captain Conklin of the Rodent
Raiders sent aid in the form of
a troop of exterminators.
The
relief troops arrived last Friday
and immediately routed the hidden enemy. Peace again reigns in
the basement of Kohl hall-—minus
mice.
The battle reached a crisis
Thursday
night when a tired
mouse crawled into a girl's bed.
The time was 11:55 p.m. All was
calm.
Suddenly the air was rent
with screams.

When

the

lights

were turned on, the jottom bunks
were

deserted

and

two blanket-

covered heads peeked down from
the beds above.

/fc^M

in car service
Remember your
Hudson Dealer
Carnicom-Dotts

THAT "TAILORED"
LOOK CAN BE
YOURS!
Wear Royal
Tailored -to-Meanure
Suits
Perfect fitting suits nnd topcoats are a must for men who
want to nmke the most of their
appearance. What's more, any
man looks his best in the style
and fabric best suited to his
own
physical
characteristics.
When you wear ROYAL Tailored-to-Measure Clothes . . . you
choose
the
fabric . . . you
select the style . . . and your
garments are guaranteed to fit
you
perfectly . . . because
they're tailored individually for
you.

Wed., Thurs.
Nov. 19-20
Open 12:46
OPPORTUNITY CASH CLUB
Meets These 2 Days

"Deep Valley"
with Ida Lupino, Dane Clark,
and Wayne Morris
Also

"I Cover Big Town"
with Philip Reed and
Hillary Brooke

LYRIC
Fri., Sat.
Nov. 14-15
Open 2:15 Sat.

"Prairie Raiders"
with Charles Starret and
"Smiley" Burnette
3 PIECE

MAN'S JEWELRY SET
Cotnbinee smart

GIFT BOXED

good looks and

$4W

reel utility. The
satcooaUti of

tie clasp, collar pin and matching
chain... Comes in gift bos.

SM

America's Foremost
Jewelry on Display

MM'S

Klever's
Jewelry Store
121 No. Main St.

Nov. 18-17
Sun., Mon.
Open 2:16 Sun

"Dead Reckoning"
with Humphrey Bogart and
I.izabeth Scott
Tue., Thura.
Nov. 18-20
Open 6:45

"Seven Were
Saved"
with Richard Denning and
Catherine Craig
Also

'Tear In The
Night"
with Paul Kelly and
Kay Scott

THE CAMPUS
MEN'S SHOP
237 N. Main . . . Near
Post Office
* M mi

TOMGCO

Ok

